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Varsity Wins Four Of Five Games Played

While the school has been having a most successful autumn term, the path of progress of the lumbering band of athletes has been being the most important of the teams playing football at the University of Ithaca, just a little more than a month ago. The band has been having the longest season since John Mather's famous band played football at the University of Pennsylvania in 1895.

The Ithaca team has beaten two of the five games played against the University of Illinois and the University of Minnesota.

Kickoff Date

The Ithaca-Bucknell game was played on Saturday, February 6, 1936, at Ithaca Field. The Ithaca team won the game, 24-0, and maintained its position at the top of the league.

Student Scamners Favorably Received; All Skitts Show Originality

Adding tremendously to its already impressive galaxy of achievements, the Student Loan Fund, O. C. C. A. P., has made a contribution of $500 to the Student Loan Fund, O. C. C. A. P. The contribution was made in the form of a check, which was presented to Mr. Hathaway, President of the Student Loan Fund, O. C. C. A. P.

The response and cooperation given by O. C. C. A. P. to all group requests was such that the student body as a whole in this case was deeply impressed and moved to express to each individual group for the receipt of cooperation the variegated sincere thanks.

The program was well-balanced, but it made evident an impression of the number of extra-curricular activities present during the recent past. The skitts were a delightful evening of entertainment. Better than any other, the originality of the skitts made for a more enjoyable evening. Perhaps the exclusive exhibition of the number of different experiences which the skitts were deemed wise to insert on the night of this particular evening, was in order to present a more perfect level of entertainment. Nevertheless, the program was effective and was received with aSlash, and was very convincing in its presentation. The skitts, however, did not fail to impress their appreciative audience. The result was a point in favor of the skitts.

The second skitts, "The Intrepid Scholar," with its skitts, "The Balloon," and with its skitts, "The Reunion," was given with a more pleasing furniture. Originality was evident. A skitt for effective presentation was "The Children's Hour," which was a perfect evening of entertainment. Better than any other, the originality of the skitts made for a more enjoyable evening. Perhaps the exclusive exhibition of the number of different experiences which the skitts were deemed wise to insert on the night of this particular evening, was in order to present a more perfect level of entertainment. Nevertheless, the program was effective and was received with aSlash, and was very convincing in its presentation. The skitts, however, did not fail to impress their appreciative audience. The result was a point in favor of the skitts.

The skitts were a delightful evening of entertainment. Better than any other, the originality of the skitts made for a more enjoyable evening. Perhaps the exclusive exhibition of the number of different experiences which the skitts were deemed wise to insert on the night of this particular evening, was in order to present a more perfect level of entertainment. Nevertheless, the program was effective and was received with aSlash, and was very convincing in its presentation. The skitts, however, did not fail to impress their appreciative audience. The result was a point in favor of the skitts.
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The skitts were a delightful evening of entertainment. Better than any other, the originality of the skitts made for a more enjoyable evening. Perhaps the exclusive exhibition of the number of different experiences which the skitts were deemed wise to insert on the night of this particular evening, was in order to present a more perfect level of entertainment. Nevertheless, the program was effective and was received with aSlash, and was very convincing in its presentation. The skitts, however, did not fail to impress their appreciative audience. The result was a point in favor of the skitts.
CRITICISM

Criticism is a delicate and difficult thing to administer. The oral use of the word, as defined in the dictionary, means, "the act of judging or defining the merits of a literary or artistic work". To judge and administer the merits of any such work is not always the easiest task in the world. It is true that anyone may offer criticism—either constructive or destructive—but to do so fairly and with a full understanding of the artistic work requires the mind of a genius—and there are few geniuses. Critics have been having everything from crusades to disgraced articles, and are not always the best-liked people of a group. Nevertheless, the group is always noisy and controversial—so critics say. However, they usually expect a critic to omit the various past or current art and merely comment on that which is currently done and still be termed a critic.

It is not the purpose of the Ithacan to set itself up as a standard whereby it may judge the activities of the college. It is not, however, less than impossible for anyone to review a College activity without offering some sort of criticism. There are those who affirm that the judgment of critics, errors, correctable errors, and sports is beyond the province of a college newspaper. Who then is to judge the judges? Should there be an I.H. or, why should the burden which appears to the reader as "ad­verse" be centered below?

No critic is infallible whether he be a staff member of the New York Times or a small college publication. For it is from the editors of the Ithacan to assume the position of offering the "last word" on any proposition. This is not purporting to say there is not a high degree of skill in the writing of criticism. Nevertheless, there have been a great number of judgments of the writings of their individual departments and were chosen for their abilities in their respective fields. It is not necessary to get a critic to be able to play the same game as those who play it. The general knowledge of the field's sufficient.

It is said that the articles in the Ithacan are "off the shelf"—and that student performances are generally improved by adversarial criticism. The point that the great majority of the reality is that the review and criticism offered is merely one more aspect of the reader's reactions. It is not necessary to offer his personal views. No criticism is given maliciously. There would be no interest in such a course and it would only serve to detract from the purpose of the review, and of the paper itself.

The old adage, "If you can't say something good, say nothing at all" has been suggested as the proper course for a college publication to follow. However, it is impossible to control reviews and criticism, and the above advice does not apply to true critics—those who criticize the world around them. It is merely an indication, and therefore void.
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Adelphi Installed
New Members Were Installed in Adelphi. Freshman honorary society at the first of the semi-yearly banquet held in the Ithaca College Dining Hall.


Dr. Martin addresses To the Martin School of Speech of Cortland at a special meeting.

Dr. Martin Addresses grade school teachers recognizing faults. Dr. Martin was in charge of all speech correction work in the New York City schools at one time, and emphasizes the fact that any persons speech defects may be done away with, if proper care and correction is administered in the lower grades.

New $100,000 Theatre
For University of Iowa

The stage, 82 by 66 feet in size, will be enclosed with a cyclorama of the American West or an interior type developed in foreign theaters. Changing of sets and a revolving wagon stages will simplify the production. The stage, 82 by 66 feet in size, will be enclosed with a cyclorama of the American West or an interior type developed in foreign theaters. Changing of sets and a revolving wagon stages will simplify the production.

Equipment which will make the new theater one of the finest in any educational institution will be installed, aided by the recent additional grant of $12,000 from the Rockefeller Foundation.

When people try Camels, they like them. Camels are made by recognized specialists in the use of finer, more expensive tobaccos.

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING... ABOUT CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS!

The surprise snow of the year, which was almost as surprising as the little shooting game played one night at the Kappa Gamma house... which may or may not be the right kind...

The Ithacan: January 24, 1936
Men Students Express
Opinions On I. C. Girls

In an effort to ascertain the opinions of the men students of the College, the following questions were asked by the Inquiring Reporter:

"What is your opinion of the girls of Ithaca College?"

Some of the answers show thought and are not as trivial as they appear. Others have the earmarks of the proverbial wise-crack. Nevertheless, they are interesting and they might serve as a guide for others of the fair sex to whom they may apply.

In the next issue, the girls of the College will have an opportunity to voice their opinion of the men.

Strangers say—

"Too constrained for a small College... beauty is only skin-deep."

"Too individualistic... too much jealousy... too sophisticated for their age."

"You know me Joe... women don't bother me."

"Much too affected, generally speaking."

"Good sports... too anxious to make a hit... not enough democracy in their dating."

"Don't bother me."

"Too individualistic... too much in other people's business."

"Always seeking new fields to conquer."

"I've got to study Psychology, so why bother me?"

"Certain class here just for a good time."

"Dare good book."

"Too business-like... too mean... too cold."

"Don't know. I never talk to them much."

"Very charming... too untidy."

"Never date Cornell. Good girls when they're available."

"My ex-girl... house rules are so strict... most disagreeable."

POST CARDS

Miami, Fla.:

"The weather is grand—The sun is up here—We're out on the sand—We like it a lot."

Fort Worth, Tex.:

"My tennis is better—The horses are fine—I'd write you a letter—but I haven't the time."

Lake Placid, N. Y.:

"The ice is just fine—The snow is good."

St. Georges, Bermuda:

"The surf is delightful."

Ithaca, N. Y.:

"What awful weather! Is this danged bull?"

"Are you a terrible girl?"

E. O. T.

GANGWAY—Gangway—how they do move

They just Satisfy'em